
1 of 3, It’s time! 4-18-24@ 2:56PM 

I have somewhat to say daughter. I'm here Father God, I'm here. 

It's time! 

Time for what called Father God? 

It's time for all that's been spoken of to start coming to pass erupting upon your world’s scene. 

Taiwan…... It's time. 

Israel…... It's time. 

The 3 days of darkness, this time is here and to begin now. 

The shaking and dividing of your nation…... of Babylon no longer America to Me. Her 

whoredoms to other gods are worse than the time of Sodom and Gomorrah and even of Babylon 

would be ruled by Nimrod, nephilim child of the fallen ones. 

As shades of evening pass and a new day dawns, will it really do so? Have not I called forth 3 

days of pitch black, thick darkness? Did I not tell you children to stay prepared? I have set the 

time of this event not you.  

Daughter My children are so quick to forget My warnings to proceed with their everyday life 

when something doesn't occur as they determine it would by their minds and computations. 

Behold!  

The three days of darkness has arrived and is upon you. 

The time for Xi Jinping and Taiwan is here. 

The time for Israel to go deeper into war is here. 

Before the dawning of the new week’s time, daughter it will be evident with proof which I 

choose to move first. 

Israel is the world's time peace, so watch her closely. 

Taiwan's invasion is a trigger for your once great nation to be attacked by Putin and others. 

The 3 days of darkness is a time to finish proceeding My Great Day into full being as the 

nephilim, demons, and fallen ones are finally released to cause all the chaos, mayhem, and 

destruction needed for the end time days to be fulfilled and those who were repent to repent. 

Tell My people that 1 of 3 will become evident My hand is moving upon it before your next 

week begins little daughter. 

Most assume they know how I will move My great hand of judgment but then most have not 

truly sought Me for Me to tell them My truth and plans. 



Most will assume wrong. 

It's time! I say again, it's time! 

1 of 3. It's time! It's time but it's My time. 

Not man's. 

Daughter you are to share this immediately. 

Yes, Father God with Jesus Christ help I will. 
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